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Stresses beneath a ramping thrust sheet 
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Abstract There  is a systematic progression of both the timing of mot ion of thrust  sheets and the spacing of thrust  
ramps during the development  of  some thrust -dominated foreland fold-and-thrust  belts. On  the basis of  these 
observations,  we suggest that  a regional mechanical  process that controls frontal ramp formation may dominate  
local effects such as stratigraphic pinchouts  and interaction with basement .  To investigate this process we have 
developed elastic, plane strain models  of  the state of  stress in the footwall of the last formed,  or most  forward 
thrust  ramp. These  models  include the load of an overriding thrust  sheet  and a synorogenic sedimentary cover. 
The  effect of  emplacing a thrust  sheet  or developing a synorogenic sedimentary cover above an incipient thrust  
sheet  is to stabilize the footwall toward the hinterland with respect to failure, and thereby move failure more  to 
the foreland. Failure is localized where there is a favorable trade-off between the spatial rates at which mean  
stress and differential stress decrease toward the foreland. The  models  also predict that  frontal ramps nucleate 
well above the basal drcol lement  and propagate upward and downward eventually linking with the regional 
drcollement .  Fault  trajectories predicted by using a Coulomb criterion are subhorizontal  in the hinterland 
portion of the model  and curve upward to the foreland resulting in a curved 'fiat and ramp '  geometry.  These  
analyses show that  each successive thrust  sheet  would be thinner,  as well as shorter,  than  the previous thrust  
sheet.  Based on these results,  we propose a model  for the formation of the first ' thin-skinned'  thrust  sheet  in the 
external portions of orogenic belts. The synorogenic sediments  that form during uplift of  the internal zones of 
mounta in  belts will cover the preorogenic strata to the foreland. As  deformation progresses to the foreland, and 
deformation becomes more  shallow and more  brittle in nature,  the preorogenic strata will interact with the 
synorogenic strata and failure will occur creating the first 'brittle' thrust  sheet.  The  location of this first thrust  will 
be controlled by the  mechanisms outlined in our  models.  To the foreland of this point, each sucessive thrust  fault 
will localize as a result of  the combined effects of  an overriding thrust  sheet  and synorogenic deposits. 

INTRODUCTION 

Two features characterize the kinematics of thrust 
development. First, the time of major motion on the 
largest thrust faults within several foreland thrust belts 
becomes younger toward the craton (Rubey & Hubbert 
1959, Armstrong & Oriel 1965, Bally et al. 1966, Jones 
1971, Perry 1978, Wiltschko & Dorr 1983). Although 
there is apparently some coincidence in movement be- 
tween several thrust sheets, geometric arguments within 
the Canadian Rockies suggest that thrust development 
was in general hinterland to foreland (Bally et al. 1966, 
Jones 1971). In other localities, however, dating of 
cross-cutting and overlapping relationships suggests that 
later thrust sheets moved only after the previous thrust 
had stopped (Wiltschko & Dorr 1983). Second, as thrust 
sheets stack up, their spacing (the across-strike length of 
thrust sheets measured as the restored distance between 
frontal ramps) decreases toward the foreland (Fig. 1) 
(see Goff 1990). The regularity both in timing and in 
spacing suggests that there is an identifiable mechanical 
control on thrust-sheet stacking. 

We study the mechanics of imbrication of the footwall 
of the most forward (cratonward) thrust sheet in order to 
examine the initiation of the next thrust sheet in the 
sequence. We seek an explanation for the spacing of 
thrust fault ramps and insight into the initiation of new 
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thrust faults. The stress regime in the footwall beneath a 
ramping thrust sheet is modelled by analytical elastic 
models. The boundary conditions used simulate an over- 
riding thrust sheet and/or synorogenic sedimentation. 
These incorporate thrust sheet interaction and the roles 
of regional compression, gravity, and hydrostatic fluid 
pressures. 

Previous  w o r k  

Previous studies have treated the effect of variation in 
the stratigraphic section or in basement surface on ramp 
formation (Wiltschko & Eastman 1983, 1988, Wood- 
ward 1988). However, the areal distribution of irregu- 
larities appears to be neither systematic nor regular; as a 
result, there is no reason why these features would result 
in systematic imbrication over an entire foreland thrust 
belt. Woodward (1988) focuses primarily on strati- 
graphic changes and their effect on the location of lateral 
and frontal ramps. In his view facies variation is not a 
primary influence on frontal ramp development and 
thrust-ramp spacing. Modelling of the stresses above 
basement irregularities (Wiltschko & Eastman 1983, 
1988) shows that stress concentrations are associated 
with these features, and may nucleate thrust faults. A 
basement effect on thin-skinned thrust faulting has been 
suggested in cross-sections drawn through several thrust 
belts (e.g. Jacobeen & Kanes 1974, 1975, Thomas 1985, 
Kraig et al. 1987, Schmidt & Perry 1988). However, the 
evidence provided by well constrained cross-sections 
through thrust belts reveals that the majority of thrust 
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Fig. 1. Restored spacing of frontal ramps (length of thrust sheets) measured along the basal d6collement from the most 
forward thrust ramp plotted vs the distance between thrust ramps. Measurements are made for thrust belts in which there is 
a general lack of complexity (duplexes and multiple levels of detachments within a single thrust sheet). Additionally, major 
thrusts are distinguished from minor or secondary 'break back' thrusts based on displacement and dating. Only major 
thrusts have been measured. Equation of best-fit line to all data is Y = 11 + 0.307(/1) with a correlation coefficient (R) of 
0.925. Data from Dixon (1982, Idaho-Wyoming-Utah, cross-section 17); Suppe (1980, Taiwan); Woodward (1985, 

Appalachians, cross-section 22); Price (1981, Canadian Rockies). 

ramps are locally unrelated to basement structures at 
depth (e.g. Suppe 1980, Dixon 1982, Lamerson 1982, 
Woodward 1985). 

Only a few studies have dealt with the mechanics of 
thrust initiation and spacing. Mandl& Shippam (1981) 
model the imbrication within a thin thrust sheet. Their 
model consists of an elastic thrust sheet moving over a 
perfectly plastic weak d6collement. Using a Coulomb 
failure criterion, failure is predicted to initiate at the 
lower hinterward corner of the thrust sheet and at the 
surface a short distance away from the upper hindward 
corner. The upper weak point is more pronounced in 
longer thrust sheets. The authors predict that long, thin 
thrust sheets are more apt to imbricate than short, thick 
sheets, and that this imbrication will proceed in a piggy- 
back manner from the hinterland to the foreland. Bom- 
bolakis (1986) represents a thrust sheet as a coupled 
oscillator with an average shear stress along the lower 
block of the coupled pair. The driving force for the 
system is the stress drop associated with repeated stick- 
slip events along the basal d6collement. For a given 
stress drop, a rupture length along the basal d6collement 
can be determined by using a relationship among the 
basal shear stress, mass, thickness and the topographic 
slope of the stratigraphic section above a new fault 
segment. This fault segment is the newly forming exten- 
sion of the basal d6collement. As a result of repeated 
stick-slip events along the new fault segment, the strati- 
graphic section at the foreland termination of the rup- 
tured segment will experience repeated episodes of high 
strain that eventually lead to failure. The position within 
the stratigraphic section where failure initiates is a 
function of the elastic properties of the stratigraphic 
units. For the Hogsback (Darby) thrust of the Idaho- 
Wyoming-Utah thrust belt, Bombolakis (1989) argues 
that the thrust ramp initiated a significant distance above 

the d6collement. From these two studies, he concludes 
that as the thickness of the stratigraphic cover decreases 
toward the foreland, the spacing between frontal ramps 
also will decrease. This relationship is observed in the 
Idaho-Wyoming-Utah thrust belt (Armstrong & Oriel 
1965, Wiltschko & Dorr 1983), and in the central to 
southern Appalachians where the sedimentary cover 
thins along strike to the southwest (Kulander & Dean 
1986). Platt (1988) uses a quasi-static force balance 
approach to model the development of the most forward 
frontal ramp in the Makran accretionary wedge in t h e  

Gulf of Oman. For most cases Platt limits the distance of 
emplacement of the overriding imbricate thrust sheet to 
the length of the thrust ramp. Platt concludes that small 
imbricate thrust sheets are possible, but rejects t h e  

possibility of long, thin thrust sheets. His analysis does 
n o t  appear sufficiently general to be applied to thrust 
belts other than the one considered. Cello & Nur (1988) 
concentrate on the effect of fluid pressures on thrust 
plane rupture and ramp formation. They utilize a re- 
lationship developed by Pollard & Johnson (1973) to 
analyze the stress distribution around the upward bend- 
ing of a stack of thin elastic plates (mode I opening). 
Cello & Nur apply this to a fault surface opening and 
lifting the rock above due to increased fluid pore press- 
ures. They conclude that the length of the fault surface 
that would develop before ramping occurred would be 
approximately equal to the depth of the d6collement, 
and that this length is equal to the final spacing between 
thrust ramps. This is not supported by observations 
within thrust belts (e.g. Dixon 1982, Woodward 1985). 
Finally, Panian & Pilant (1990) investigate the import- 
ance of topography on the state of stress at the leading 
edge of a thrust sheet. They solve for the stresses in a half 
space beneath a sloping surface. From their models they 
interpret that shear failure would initiate on a horizontal 
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plane at the level of the basal drcollement within a 
broadly defined 'zone of high maximum shear stress'. 
This zone is located beneath the inflection in the surface 
slope, where the surface becomes horizontal. The new 
fault would propagate from this point upward to the 
foreland. Although Panian & Pilant recognize that high 
shear stress (high differential stress) is necessary to 
cause fracture, they ignore the effect of mean stress in 
determining where failure would initiate. 

ANALYTICAL METHOD 

The area of interest is in front of a ramping thrust 
sheet beneath the hanging wall and associated synoro- 
genic sediments (Fig. 2) where the next thrust fault will 
form. This area is simplified by being placed in front of 
the ramp so that geometric complexities of an angled 
boundary are reduced. We have determined the stresses 
due to an overriding thrust sheet in three ways. All of the 
methods utilize Airy's stress function (cp) which satisifies 
the biharmonic equation 

04q) [- 2 04fP "[- 04~9 = 0.  (1) 
OX 4 OX20Z 2 

In two of the methods, a stress state is found by selecting 
a stress function which yields appropriate stresses 
throughout the area of interest, using 

02q3" 02q9" Oxz -- 02~9 " (2) 
axx = Oz 2 , a~z = Ox 2 , OxOz' 

to find the stresses in the usual way (e.g. Timoshenko & 
Goodier 1970, pp. 31-33). In the third method, a distrib- 
uted surface load is represented by point loads, the 
contribution of each being added up to yield the stress at 
any particular point in the body (e.g. Timoshenko & 
Goodier 1970, pp. 9%109). 

The stresses associated with the overriding thrust 
sheet or synorogenic sedimentary cover result from the 
weight of the overburden and the shear stress along the 
interface between the overriding thrust sheet and the 
footwall. The overriding thrust sheet or synorogenic 

sedimentary cover above the model surface is con- 
sidered mechanically detached from the footwall area. 
The overriding thrust sheet will not contribute to the 
regional compression, i.e. compression in the horizontal 
direction along the right and left boundaries of the 
model will not be imparted by the overriding thrust 
sheet. Tectonic compression is represented by an addi- 
tional stress function which is added to that representing 
the overriding thrust sheet and/or synorogenic deposits. 
The stresses derived from these loads and the stresses 
associated with the gravity or the standard state of 
Anderson (1942) and Hafner (1951) are added to reach 
the final stress distribution. Finally, the effect of a 
hydrostatic pore pressure is considered. 

Superposit ion o f  stress funct ions 

To determine the total stress field due to all sources, 
we add three stress functions, with each contributing a 
different portion to the total stress system. The three 
portions of the total stress function are the stresses due 
to the gravitational standard state (q0g), stresses due to 
the regional tectonic compression (q~c) and the stresses 
due to the overriding thrust sheet (q~t)- The stress at any 
point in the model is the sum of the contributions from 
these three stress functions added on a term by term 
basis; e.g. axx = axx(qgg ) + Oxx(qgc) + Oxx(qgt). The 
following derivations solve the stresses for each of these 
stress functions. 

Standard state (cpg) 

The derivation for the stress state termed 'the stan- 
dard state' by Anderson (1942) is given in detail in 
Hafner (1951). For this study we choose to use this 
simple depth relationship of vertical stress to depth so 
that: axx = azz = -pgz and a.z = 0. 

Solution for  regional or tectonic compression ((Pc) 

The stress function we choose for tectonic compres- 
sion (q0c) is 

. . . . .  
~ erosional surface 

o.O.*. * .%" . ~ . ; - : * o  . ° % .  * 

o* *..* ": ° .g °*** * ° 

~ ' : : : : : - - :  .... ~ 
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Fig. 2. Idealized geometry of thrust fault system, showing overlap of hanging wall and footwall and the development  of a 
synorogenic sedimentary cover. The model  area shown is the area of interest  in the footwall for which stresses are 

determined.  The effect of more hinterward piggy-back thrusts is ignored. 
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We desire a compression that is greatest  at the origin of 
the model and decreases linearly to zero at x = z ,  where 
x = z~ is the end of the area of  interest (Fig. 3). Since the 
only port ion of the total stress state attributable to 
equation (3) is regional compression,  one of the bound- 
ary conditions is that the upper  model  surface (z = 0) is 
free of normal and shear stresses (azz = O, axz = 0). By 
applying these boundary conditions the stresses are 
determined to be 

ax~ = k x ;  a~z  = O; a x z  = - k z .  (4) 
However ,  this will cause Oxx to be a minimum at x = 0 

and increase in the positive x direction (horizontal). For 
this model it is desirable to have a~x at its maximum at 
x = 0 and decrease to the foreland. Therefore ,  we define 

- M  
k - , (5) 

where M is the maximum compression. Then,  the 
stresses are 

Ox~ = kx  + M; ozz = 0; cruz = - k z .  (6) 

Solution for  overburden ( ~ t l ) :  exponentially thinning 
synorogenic sediments 

The first approach models the overburden,  an over- 
riding thrust sheet and/or synorogenic deposits, as a 
mass that decreases in thickness exponentially toward 
the foreland (Fig. 3a). This is an 'end member '  of 
possible geometr ies  for the overriding thrust shee t -  
synorogenic sedimentary load, and it is consistent with 
the observation that clastic fan deposits can be approxi- 
mated as point sources in which the volume of sediment 
decreases exponentially from the source (Wright & 

(a) 

: : : :  m o c l e l a r e a : : : : : : : : : : : :  
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Fig. 3. Geometric representation of the surface loads for the models 
derived. (a) An exponentially decreasing surface load which simulates 
a point source of sedimentation. (b) An idealized fault-bend fold 

geometry to represent an overriding thrust sheet. 

Coleman 1974, Lawrence et al. 1990). An appropriate  
stress function is 

~0tl = We-Sxf(z);  (7) 

where S is a scaling factor that controls the rate of  decay 
of the height of the surface and W is an arbitrary 
constant. Equation (7) must satisfy the biharmonic 
equation, yielding 

f(z) = Asin(Sz)  + Bcos(Sz) + Czsin(Sz) 
+ Dzcos(Sz).  (8) 

By combining constants (e.g. W A  = A)  and using 
equations (2), the stresses are 

Oxx = e - S X { - A S  2 sin(Sz) - OS 2 cos(Sz) 

+ C[2S cos(Sz) - S2z sin(Sz)] 

- D [ 2 S s i n ( S z )  + S2zcos(Sz)]}; (9a) 

ozz = S2e-SX{A sin(Sz) + B cos(Sz) 

+ Czsin(Sz)  + Dzcos (Sz ) }  (9b) 

axz = Se -Sx{AS  cos(Sz) - BS sin(Sz) + C[Szcos(Sz) 

+ sin(Sz)] + D[cos(Sz) - Szsin(Sz)]} .  (9c) 

The first boundary condition we use to constrain this 
problem is to set the vertical stress distribution along the 
surface z = 0 equal to the weight of the overburden.  
Since the synorogenic sedimentary cover is a maximum 
at x = 0, the vertical stress (O~z) at this point will also be a 
maximum,  decreasing exponentially toward x = Jr. 
Therefore ,  

Oz~ = Pte-aX; (10) 

where Pt = pgHt, Ht is the height of the overburden at 
x = 0, z = 0, and a is the rate at which the height of  the 
toe decreases with x. From equation (9b) evaluated at 
z = 0  

Ozz = Pt e-ax = SZe-SXB. (11) 

Therefore ,  

p .  
B = (12) 

Another  boundary condition relates the shear stress 
along the upper  surface (z = 0) to the vertical normal 
stress (axz = pOzz), a basic form of Amonton ' s  Law. By 
using this boundary condition we find that 

Pt 
D = It -ff - AS .  (13) 

This solution does not include the regional or tectonic 
compression,  which are accommodated  by the stress 
function (q0g). Therefore ,  at x = 0 and z = 0, we set Oxx = 
0. Substituting this relationship into equation (9a) yields 

C = P___!t (14) 
2S" 

Finally, at some level in a thrust belt, such as the 
ddcollement horizon or within the structural basement ,  
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there is a plane of no vertical displacement. By choosing 
this plane as z = zd2S, and by using the method of images 
about this plane, we find that D = 0. These relationships 
(equations 12-14) can now be substituted into equation 
(9) to solve for the stress state, and then added to the 
stress functions for gravity and tectonic compression to 
yield 

~rxx = e-SxPt {-psin(Sz) - Szsin(Sz)} + kx + M - pgz; 

(15a) 

a==e-Sxpt{l~sin(Sz)+cos(Sz)+Szsin(Sz)}-Ogz; 

(15b) 

Oxz = e-  Sx pt {~ucos( Sz) 

+ ½[Szcos(Sz) - sin(Sz)]} - kz. (15c) 

Solution for overriding thrust sheet (tPt2): fault-bend 
fold--Fourier series solution 

Another  'end member'  geometry of the load above a 
forming thrust sheet is that of a thrust toe without 
synorogenic sediments. This is represented in our 
models as a fault-bend fold (Fig. 3b). Since this geo- 
metric form does not have a mathematically continuous 
function, it is approximated by a Fourier series (Appen- 
dix). 

The appropriate stress function consists of two parts: 

where 

~ t 2  = q)a + tPb;  (16a) 

X 2 

oo 

CPb:~ao[~Cos(nx) - -~s in(nx) l f ( z ) .  
n = l  

(16c) 

These two equations are the first two terms of the 
Fourier series representation of the geometry of the 
fault-bend fold. By application of the biharmonic 
equation, f(z) is found to be of the form 

oo 

f(z) = y ,  [Ecosh(nz) + Fsinh(nz) 
n = l  

+ Gzcosh(nz) + Hzsinh(nz)]. (17) 

Rewriting in terms of exponentials, adding % + %,  and 
determining the stresses from equations (2) we find 

oo 

~ [ a n c o s ( n x ) - ~ s i n ( n x ) ]  °xx = ° +  
n = l  

• {E[n2e "~] + F [2ne "~ + zn2e "~] + G[n2e -'z] 

+ H [ - 2 n e  -"z + zn2e- 'q};  (18a) 

SG 14:4-1) 

ao 

Ozz = Kao + X [% cos (nx) + b, sin (nx)] 
n = l  

• {[E + Fz]e "z + [G + Hz]e-"z}; (18b) 

n = l  

• {E[ne "z] + F [e nz + zne'q - G[ne -nz] 

+/-/[e -"z - zne - ' q} .  (18c) 

The boundary conditions chosen to constrain this 
problem are similar to those used in the exponentially 
thinning sedimentary load model. First we require that 
at z = ~ the effect of topography diminishes so that the 
vertical stress due to loading at the surface (z = 0) is 
zero. To approximate this, the vertical stress will be set 
equal to the constant KaO at z = o0. This is a good 
approximation since at great depths stresses due to 
gravity will be much greater than the value of KaO. 
Therefore, for qgt2 at z = ~ ,  

Ozz = KaO + 2 [a. cos(nx) + b. sin(nx)] 
n = l  

• [(E + Fz)e "=] = KaO. (19) 

For this to hold E and F must be zero. 
We further constrain the vertical stress along the 

surface to be the weight of the overburden (Pt) at x = 0: 

oo 

Ozz = Kao + 2 [a. cos(nx) + b n sin(nx)] • I - G ]  = Pt. 
n = l  

(20) 

By inspection, we see that K = Pt = G. Finally, horizon- 
tal compression (Oxx) is set equal to zero at x = 0, z = 0. 
For this condition we find 

Z ma n 
o x x  0 

n = l  

(21) 

Therefore, H = nG/2 = nPt/2. Since the constants G and 
H are now solved for in terms of Pt (the maximum 
vertical load), these expressions may be substituted into 
equations (18) to solve for the stresses. Finally, adding 
the components of stress to the tectonic load and gravity 
we find 

oo 

axx = 0 + ~ [an-- ~ cos(nx) - ~ sin(nx)] Pt {[ n2e-nz] 
n = l  

n r ~ - - n z  | + 2 t - z n e  + znZe-nZ]l + kx + M - pgz; (22a) 
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o o  

or= = rao + Z [a. cos (nx) + b. sin (nx)] 
n=l 

. Pt{[l +nzle-"Z}- pgz; (22b) 

oo 

 /= Ka0 + Z [ sin 
n = l  

{ nle   -zne • e t  - [ n e - " q  + 

Solution for overriding thrust sheet (q~t3): fault-bend 
fold--point load summation 

orzz=-et{sina[ 01-02A(X-l)zE ( x +  DZ]r22 J 

orxz = 

2 r 2 

COSt~ 01 -- 0 2 + 
;7 "J 

(25b) 

(25c) 

Finally, the amount of load applied at each point (Pt) 
can be varied so that the final distributed load is of the 
geometric form of a fault-bend fold. 

If several point loads are lined up along the upper 
boundary or surface of the model at some regular 
interval, l, then the effect of these loads will add up at 
each point within the model area. Addit ionally,  by 
inclining these loads, they will have a vertical com- 
ponent and a tangential component (Fig. 4). The stress 
function for an inclined point load is 

~t3 = - P t  r~sinT; (23) 
7~ 

where Y = (0l + :rr/2 - a), and Ot and a are defined in Fig. 
4. The stresses due to a single point load are 

-2Pt [X2Z sina X 3 ] orxx = ~ L r4 + ~ cosa ; (24a) 

-2Ptar I Z3~ xz27 ] orzz- L sina + cosaj; (24b) 

-2Pt[XZ2sina -~  ] orxz = ~r [ r4 + cosa . (24c) 

We integrate over the interval that the point loads act 
( - l  to l, Fig. 4) to determine the final equations for the 
stresses. Adding the components of gravity and tectonic 
compression, we find 

o r X X  i 

+ cosa[2ln(~ I + z2[ r2 -r~ll l 
L \r2/ ~ } ] J  

+ kx + M -  pgz; 

l a , t  x . . _  

(25a) 

Fig. 4. Angular relations for inclined point loads. Stress function, ~0, 
can be shown to be a function of the load and angular relations. 

Pore pressure 

The hydrostatic pore pressure can be determined at 
any point within the model by considering the column of 
rock above that point to be saturated with water. Using a 
normal hydrostat of 0.01 MPa m -1, which is equivalent 
to the weight of the column of water, the pore pressure is 
calculated at every point in the half space. The hydrostat 
is calculated to include the depth within the half space as 
well as the added fluid pressure due to the height of the 
overburden. The effect of pore pressure is to reduce the 
mean stress at each point following the law of effective 
stress or e = orn - -  o r p ;  where ore is the effective stress, On is 
the normal stress and orp is the pore pressure (e.g. 
Hubbert & Rubey 1959, Handin et al. 1963). The pres- 
ence of pore pressures does not change the differential 
stress within the system. 

Scaling 

The forces and stresses in the lower plate have been 
scaled to the force resulting from the overriding thrust 
sheet-synorogenic sedimentary cover. The ratio of the 
stress due to the overburden to the amount of tectonic 
compression atx = 0, z = 0, can be represented as a non- 
dimensional parameter II s. This scaling is done to avoid 
casting the model in terms of a specific thrust sheet 
geometry, and therefore yields results that can be 
adapted for many thrust sheets. 

Lengths have been scaled to a distance in the x 
direction of zr. This is chosen since several of the stress 
functions are periodic over the interval Jr or 2at. To 
facilitate comparisons between all the models this length 
scale is used in all cases. The height of the overriding 
thrust sheet and the maximum height of the synorogenic 
sedimentary cover are both taken to be 0.16at (0.5), 
while the depth of the model area shown is 0.32~ (1.0), 
or twice the height of the overriding thrust sheet. In 
effect, the models plotted examine the stresses to twice 
the depth of d6collement of the previous thrust sheet. 
However, the model solution is valid for x and z--.0o, 
and only a small portion is plotted as the solution. The 
height of the thrust sheet chosen is strictly arbitrary. The 
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results of the model are qualitatively the same for a large 
range of values. 

RESULTS OF MODELS 

These models were developed to determine the orien- 
tation of stress and fault trajectories within the area 
beneath a ramping thrust sheet. In order to do this, a 
method of failure for the model has to be assumed. By 
using a Coulomb criterion for failure, fault trajectories 
can be drawn oriented relative to the principal stress 
trajectories at an amount equal to the internal angle of 
friction. We employ two methods to determine where 
failure would initiate (Fig. 5). In the first method we 
choose values for II~ which result in reasonable looking 
stress and fracture trajectories using a Coulomb cri- 
terion. In these cases 1-I s ranges from 1.5 to 4. We then 
apply a Coulomb criterion at each point in the model 
using an internal angle of friction (~b) of 30 °. By starting 
at a high value of cohesion and reducing it, the cohesion 
and location of the first point to fail is determined. For 
the second method, cohesion is chosen as a fraction of 
the vertical stress due to gravity beneath the thickest 
portion of the overriding thrust sheet (0.1Pt). The re- 
gional compressive stress, initially zero, is increased 
until a portion of the model reaches failure. In both 
cases, the point of initial failure has approximately the 
same position, and is always along the surface z = 0. 
Therefore, the method used to determine failure will not 
affect the results. In the models presented here the first 
method has been employed. 

O" 

(a) 

(b) 
Reducing Cohesion 

~ ' ~ 0 "  

Increasing Compression 

Fig. 5. Mohr circle diagrams showing the two methods employed to 
determine location of failure within model area. (a) Cohesion (Co) 
starts at some high value and is slowly reduced until the first circle is 
tangential to the failure envelope. (b) Regional compression, q0c, is 
initially zero and is increased until the first circle is tangential to the 

failure envelope. 
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For the case of an exponentially decreasing surface 
load the principal stresses slowly decrease in magnitude 
to the foreland (right) away from the maximum com- 
pressive stress and surface load (Fig. 6a). A counter- 
clockwise change in orientation of the near surface 
principal stress trajectories results from the interplay 
between decreasing mean stress (due to decrease in 
overburden) and decreasing horizontal regional com- 
pression. This results in curved fault trajectories in the 
right or foreland portion of the model (Fig. 6b). The first 
area to fail is toward the center-right portion of the 
footwall at the model surface, near x = 0.6er, z = 0 (Fig. 
6c). One of the two possible fault trajectories that 
corresponds to this failure location approximates a flat 
and ramp geometry. It is subhorizontal beneath the 
thickest overburden, and curves upward as the over- 
burden thins. The calculated fault trajectories are valid 
only for the onset of failure, and would represent an 
actual fault trajectory only if the development of the 
initial fracture did not greatly affect the stress state. 
Fault trajectories at greater depths remain subhorizontal 
due to the increasing importance of body forces with 
depth. 

The orientations of principal stress directions and 
fracture trajectories are clearly dependent on the ratio of 
compression to overburden, II s (Fig. 7). For the expo- 
nentially configured model, as 1-I s increases, the pre- 
dicted fault trajectories rotate (this is true of all three 
models, but is shown in detail for this model only). Using 
a cohesion of 0.1Pt, failure is not reached until II s ~ 2. 
Therefore, failure occurs in the footwall only after the 
regional compression builds to the point where it is 
significantly greater than the weight of the overriding 
thrust sheet. 

Results for the Fourier series fault-bend fold geom- 
etry show a higher degree of variability in the orien- 
tation of principal stress directions (Fig. 8a). Variation 
in the magnitude of shear stress with depth affects the 
orientation of principal stresses and, therefore, fault 
trajectories (Fig. 8b). However, the results are similar 
to the exponentially decreasing surface load model. 
Failure occurs first at the model surface, near the lead- 
ing edge of the overriding thrust sheet. Even when the 
geometry of the overriding thrust sheet is varied, fail- 
ure always occurs at the leading edge of the thrust toe. 
From the Mohr circle plots for this model we can see 
that the maximum differential stress occurs at the ori- 
gin (x = 0) and decreases to the right as x --~ ~ (Fig. 
8c). The minimum principal stress decreases toward 
the right and becomes tensile at the surface near x -- 
0.6~. It is near this point that failure occurs first (x -~ 
0.7~), indicating that the decrease in mean stress is 
more significant than the decrease in maximum princi- 
pal stress. 

In the point-load fault-bend fold geometry the princi- 
pal stresses change orientation in a counter-clockwise 
sense and diminish in magnitude towards the right or 
foreland portion of the model (Fig. 9a). The fault 
trajectories are nearly horizontal beneath the portion of 
the overriding thrust sheet that has a constant height and 
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Fig. 6. Summary of models for exponentially decreasing surface load. 
(a) The configuration of  the model showing the surface boundary 
conditions and the calculated state of stress. The lengths of  stress bars 
external to the model are scaled to half the maximum height of  
overburden at x = 0. Stress bars internal show the relative magnitudes 
of the principal stresses at each point. (b) Fracture trajectories are 
determined using a Coulomb criterion and an internal angle of friction 
of 30 ° . The shaded area represents the first area that will be in failure 
for this model. The thrust fault that corresponds is dashed. (c) Mohr 
circle representation of  stress along the surface z = 0 shows how the 
combination of  changing mean stress and differential stress interact 
and result in failure occurring near x = 0, z = 0.5:r. Each circle is 

labeled to correspond to its position along the surface. 
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Fig. 7. Series of  models showing how increasing the compressional 
stress, ~c, affects the orientation of fracture trajectories. Examples are 
shown ranging from no added regional compression ( ~  = 0), to 
regional compression of four times the stress due to the overburden 

(II s = 4) a t x  = O,z = O. 

curve upward beneath the thinning portion of the thrust 
toe (Fig. 9b). The state of stress beneath the overriding 
thrust sheet is directly related to the height of the 
overburden at that point. States of stress are nearly 
identical for the points x = 0, 0.2er, 0.4rt, while differen- 
tial stresses are essential ly absent along the surface to 
the right of the thrust toe (x = 0.8~ to x = ~) (Fig. 9c). 
Stresses reach the failure criterion first near the leading 
edge of the overriding thrust sheet (x = 0.7~r). 

The models all share two important  results: (1) one of 
the two predicted fault trajectories generally follows a 
curved geometry that is nearly horizontal to the left and 
curves upward to the right; and (2) failure initiates at the 
model surface well toward the foreland (x --- 0.75~r) 
where fracture is favored by the trade-off between the 
spatial rates at which mean stress and differ ential stress 
are decreasing toward the foreland. At  greater depths 
the differential and mean stresses are greater, but the 
general trend of moving toward failure in the foreland 
region of the model still holds. 

Effect of pore pressure 

The introduction of a pore fluid causes the mean stress 
to be reduced by an amount equal to the pore pressure, 
resulting in an effective stress state. Areas beneath a 
thick overburden experience a greater reduction of 
mean stress than areas beneath a thin overburden.  This 
effect is shown for the models of an exponentially 
thinning surface load and for the point-load fault-bend 
fold (Fig. 10). For the exponential thinning load, where 
the surface slope is particularly large (Fig. 6a), the stress 
state at the point x = 0,  z = 0 experiences the largest 
effect of added pore pressure (ae << Crn), and points more 
toward x = ~ have relatively small reductions in the 
mean stress (u e ~ a , ) .  For this model,  failure is now 
predicted to initiate at the point x = 0, z = 0 (Fig. 10a), 
The effect of p o r e  pressure on the location of failure 
within the point-loaded fault-bend fold model,  although 
shifted to the left (i.e. toward x = 0), still occurs well out 
under the overburden at - 0 . 4 ~  (Fig. 10b). The pre- 
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Fig. 8. Summary of models for fault-bend fold surface load modelled by a Fourier series. (a) Configuration of the model 
showing the boundary conditions and the calculated state of stress. (b) Fracture trajectories. Area predicted to fail first is 
shaded. The thrust fault that corresponds is dashed. (c) Mohr circle representation of stress showing failure occurring near 

x = 0, z = 0.6~t. 

dicted fracture trajectories are unaltered by the addition 
of pore pressure. 

At  depth within both of these models, an effective 
stress state exists that is closer overall to failure than the 
case without pore pressure. That  is to say that the total 
range of mean stress throughout the model is reduced. 
However ,  the prediction that  failure would occur at the 
surface first remains unchanged. 

because of the use of a Coulomb failure criterion. In 
areas where the primary behavior of the entire strati- 
graphic section is macroscopically ductile this assump- 
tion would not be appropriate. The following geologic 
interpretations, therefore,  are meant to apply to the 
external portions of orogenic belts. 

Location of  fault nucleation 

GEOLOGIC IMPLICATIONS 

The intent of these models is to study that part of 
foreland thrust belts for which we have the most geologic 
constraints and for which our model assumptions are 
most appropriate. For instance, in the Idaho-Wyoming-  
Utah thrust belt, the most external thrust sheets are the 
best constrained in terms of the stratigraphy, level of 
d6collement and timing of emplacement (Armstrong & 
Oriel 1965, Royse et al. 1977, Dixon 1982, Wiltschko & 
Dorr  1983). In addition, these thrust sheets have simple 
deformation histories as compared to the more internal 
sheets in the belt. These models are most appropriate for 
the more external portions of any particular thrust belt 

One of the more interesting results of these models is 
that failure occurs first at the model surface. We suggest, 
then, that thrust faults do not propagate along a basal 
d6collement and then ramp at some point, but rather 
that they nucleate at or near the top of the mechanically 
continuous stratigraphic sequence. In the Idaho-  
Wyoming-Utah thrust belt, for example, the synoro- 
genic sediments are thicker than the strong unit that they 
cover. Therefore ,  fault propagation may initiate near 
the top of the strong unit and propagate upward~as blind 
thrusts and downwards into the basal d6collement. This 
is consistent with observations of fault displacement 
patterns made by Ellis & Dunlap (1988) who argue that 
faults nucleate at some distance above a d6collement 
plane and propagate both downward and upward with 
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Fig. 9. Summary of models for fault-bend fold geometry represented 
by inclined point loads summed over the interval shown. (a) Configur- 
ation of the model showing the boundary conditions and the calculated 
state of stress. (b) Fracture trajectories. Area predicted to fail first is 
shaded. The thrust fault that corresponds is dashed. (c) Mohr circle 
representation of stress showing failure occurring near x =0, z = 0.6~t. 
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Fig. 10. State of stress, including the effect of pore pressure, for the 
models of an (a) exponentially decreasing surface load and a (b) point- 
loaded fault-bend fold geometry. In both cases the point which is 

predicted to fail first moves toward x = 0. 

time. Also, Eisenstadt & De Paor (1987) propose a 
sequence of failure in which ramps form first at shallow 
levels, and grow upward and downward by capturing 
flats between independently formed ramp segments. 

Another important aspect of our models is that thrust 
faults nucleate at or near the leading edge of the over- 
riding thrust sheet or where the synorogenic sedimen- 
tary cover is sufficiently thin. The weight of the over- 
riding thrust sheet-synorogenic cover stabilizes the 
footwall due to the large increase of mean stress (Figs. 
6c, 8c and 9c). Therefore, the location of the new thrust 
fault forming within the footwall will be directly con- 
trolled by the length and mass of the overriding thrust 
sheet and/or synorogenic cover. Thrust initiation occur- 
ring beneath the leading edge of the overriding thrust 
sheet is in general agreement with our initial results 
(Goff & Wiltschko 1986, 1989) and those of Panian & 
Pilant (1990). 

The introduction of a hydrostatic pore pressure to the 
system will move the location at which failure is pre- 
dicted toward the hinterland. The distance this failure 
point is shifted is a function of the taper of the over- 
burden. If there is a large taper above the point at which 
failure is predicted to occur without pore pressures, 
there will be a large shift of this point when pore pressure 
is introduced. If there is no taper, failure is predicted to 
occur at the same point for both the cases of no pore 
pressure and hydrostatic pore pressure. 

The inclusion of an overpressured horizon (where 
fluid pressures exceed hydrostatic) within the strati- 
graphic column would probably result in 'weakening' 
that horizon such that it would fail before any other. For 
example, the rapid loading of the footwall during the 
emplacement of a thrust sheet may dramatically com- 
pact shales and other clastics beneath the overrriding 
thrust sheet. Fluid pressures may increase to above 
hydrostatic, and even perhaps exceed normal stresses. 
This would occur where there is the greatest loading rate 
relative to hydraulic conductivity on the footwall strata. 
However, it may be difficult to explain the systematic 
character of thrust-ramp spacing and climb of the drcol- 
lement within a thrust belt in terms of overpressured 
horizons alone (Gretener 1979). Additionally, evidence 
from the southern portion of the Wyoming thrust belt 
and the southern Pyrenees suggests that there may not 
be a rapid loading of the footwall, especially if erosion is 
balancing uplift and thrust sheet emplacement (Warner 
& Royse 1987, De Paor & Anastasio 1987). 

Fault trajectories 

The fault trajectories predicted by using a simple 
Coulomb criterion (~ = 30 °) consist of a 'fiat' or subhori- 
zontal portion beneath the thickest portion of the over- 
burden, with a 'ramp' or inclined portion to the foreland 
of the model, where the overburden decreases in height. 
This pattern is consistent with the geometry of large 
thrusts. Comparison of the curved 'ramp and fiat' geom- 
etry predicted here with previous models of compres- 
sional regimes (Hafner 1951, Mandl& Shippam 1981) in 
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Fig. 11. Relat ionship of thrust  sheet  spacing and the formation of the 'next '  thrust  ramp to the time when the stresses in 
the footwall thrust  sheet  are sufficient to cause failure. (a) Failure stresses are reached after large transport ,  or due to the 
emplacement  of a large overrriding thrust  sheet.  (b) Failure stresses are reached after small t ransport ,  or due to the 

emplacement  of  a small or  thin thrust  sheet.  

which fault trajectories are inclined upward throughout 
the model suggests that the effect of overburden on the 
stress state within foreland thrust belts is an important 
feature. 

Comparison with fault spacing data 

One of the goals of this study is to explain the 
systematic spacing of thrust sheets (Fig. 1). Since the 
next frontal ramp would nucleate near the toe of the last 
thrust sheet, how can we explain thrust belts that are 
comprised of tightly imbricated thrust sheets (e.g. Saw- 
tooths of Montana, Mudge 1982), while others have 
more widely spaced thrust faults (e.g. southern Appala- 
chians, Woodward 1985)? Two factors may ultimately 
control thrust-ramp spacing: (1) the displacement his- 
tory of the previously formed thrust sheet; and (2) the 
rate of emplacement and uplift of thrust sheet relative to 
the rate of erosion and sediment delivery to the sedimen- 
tary cover. Both of these processes would affect the size 
and distribution of material over the footwall thrust 
sheet, which our model predicts to be the most important 
parameter in determining thrust-ramp spacing. If a 
particular thrust sheet is displaced a large distance along 
a fault before failure in the footwall occurs, we might 
expect the spacing between thrust sheets to be relatively 
large (Fig. 11a). If there is only a small amount of 
displacement before footwall failure, then there might 
be a relatively small spacing between thrust sheets (Fig. 
11b). Additionally, the effect on the stresses in the 
footwail will be significantly different depending on the 
rates of delivery and removal of sediments from the front 
of the advancing thrust sheet. Fast removal rates should 
result in closely spaced thrust faults (less overburden), 
while large sediment accumulations (slow removal 
rates) should increase the spacing between frontal ramps 

(more overburden). Our models also predict a natural 
tendency for each successive thrust sheet to be thinner 
than the last one to form. A consequence of this thinning 
is the decrease in spacing of successive frontal ramps as 
well as the stepping up of the d6collement level to the 
foreland. 

Exceptions to these predictions may occur, however. 
By not including a weak horizon within these models, 
the location of the basal d6collement and the thickness 
of the footwall thrust sheet are not predetermined. 
Presumably, the fault trajectory that links up to the 
initial failure zone would be the most likely fault to form. 
In addition, these models ignore the pre-existing strati- 
graphic taper typical of foreland basins. On the basis of 
force balance arguments alone, one may expect that the 
length of each thrust sheet will decrease as the strati- 
graphic section of the thrust belts thins, as has been 
shown by other studies (Bombolakis 1986). 

Deformation history of  a thrust belt 

The models, as presented, look at the state of stress in 
the footwall beneath a ramping thrust. Implicit in our 
models is a thrust sheet and synorogenic sedimentary 
cover that exerts a load on the footwall during the 
subsequent deformation history. Yet, what mechanism 
was responsbile for the emplacement of the 'first' thrust 
sheet? The internal portions of thrust belts are fre- 
quently described as 'mobile' or ductile. As in the case of 
the Alps, the core of many mountain belts are frequently 
highly metamorphosed, and show much higher body 
strains than the more external portions of the orogen 
(Bernoulli et al. 1974). Ignoring details of how the 
deformation occurs in the internal portions of thrust 
belts, this deformation causes thickening of the litho- 
sphere, uplift and erosion, and the development of a 
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synorogenic sedimentary cover. If these deposits extend 
over a great distance into the developing foredeep, but 
remain mechanically detached from the more lithified 
shelf deposits, they would act similarly to the synoro- 
genic sedimentary cover modelled here. The vertical 
load due to a synorogenic sedimentary cover is just as 
significant as the load due to an overriding thrust sheet of 
equal mass and dimension. Therefore, within a thrust 
belt, the size of the first brittle thrust sheet to form may 
be controlled by the presence of a regional scale, rela- 
tively unlithified and mechanically separated sedimen- 
tary cover. Once the first thrust sheet forms the combi- 
nation of the effects of the interaction of thrust sheets 
and the development of synorogenic sediments may 
control the stress state in the footwall of each succeeding 
thrust sheet. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The observation that thrust ramps are spaced system- 
atically in many thrust belts suggests that a mechanical 
process controls frontal ramp formation. In this study we 
investigate one aspect which may be important in this 
process, the effect of the emplacement of hanging wall 
thrust sheets and the development of a synorogenic 
sedimentary cover on the state of stress in the footwall. 
This analysis leads to several implications concerning 
the development of frontal ramps and flats. 

An overriding thrust sheet or advancing sedimentary 
cover causes the underlying footwall to be relatively 
stable with respect to failure using a Coulomb failure 
criterion. This is a result of the increase in mean stress 
due to additional overburden. The increase in mean 
stress counteracts the effect of higher horizontal com- 
pression in the hinterlandward portions of the footwall. 
Therefore, there is a trade off between the spatial rates 
at which mean stress and differential stress decrease 
toward the foreland which controls the location of initial 
failure within the footwall. 

Failure is found to initiate at the model surface, 
stepped out well away from the thickest portions of the 
overriding thrust sheet-synorogenic sedimentary cover. 
The fracture trajectory predicted for these models in 
general follows a curved flat and ramp geometry, such 
that the fault trajectory is subhorizontal beneath the 
overriding thrust sheet and curves upward beneath the 
thinning thrust toe. The models suggest that thrust faults 
may form when a frontal ramp nucleates near the top of 
the strong or mechanically continuous portion of the 
stratigraphic section but beneath the weaker or mechan- 
ically detached synorogenic sediments or overriding 
thrust sheet. The development of a 'brittle style' thrust 
belt, and specifically the hinterlandward-most thrust 
sheet, may be controlled by the presence of synorogenic 
sediments which are shed off the more mobile internal 
portions of the orogenic belt. 

The presence of a fluid at hydrostatic pressure will 
cause a shift of the point of predicted failure toward the 
hinterland. In the case where the taper of the over- 

burden is low this shift will be small. Therefore, for 
foreland fold-and-thrust belts, if the taper of the over- 
burden at the thrust front is small, hydrostatic pore 
presures will only slightly alter the predicted location of 
initial failure. 

The spacing of thrust sheets may be controlled by the 
combination of thrust displacement and sedimentary 
cover development. If the displacement and cover are 
small then we might expect a small spacing of thrust 
sheets. However, if there is significant displacement of 
the hanging wall or a large sedimentary cover formed 
before footwall failure, there might be a large spacing of 
thrust ramps. 

Finally, although the exact dimensions of each thrust 
sheet within a thrust belt cannot be predicted by these 
models, it is shown that each successive thrust sheet 
would be thinner toward the foreland, even if there were 
no stratigraphic taper to the deforming section. This 
may be an additional explanation for why drcollement 
levels tend to climb to the foreland in most thrust belts. 
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APPENDIX 

To model the stresses beneath a fault-bend fold geometry, a Fourier 
series has been developed to represent the hanging wall geometry of a 
thrust sheet (Fig. A1). The geometry of the series is scaled to a height of 
1 and then multiplied by the height of the thrust sheet needed for the 
model. From a drawing of the geometry, the values of aO, an and bn are 
determined using the Euler equations, where: 

a° = 4-~ [ll - lz + 13 - 14] (A1) 

1 rcos(n/z) - cos(nil) c°s(nl3) - c°s(nl4)] (A2) 
an=n-~ L (l 2 ll) + (l 4 13) J 

b _  1 rsin(nl2) - sin(n/l) sin(n/3) - s in(nl4).] 
n -- ~ [ ~2  ~ l l )  4- (14 -- 13 ) j .  

(A3) 

The values for a0, a, and b, are substituted into the equation for the 
Fourier series: 

f(x) = a o + ~ [a n cos(nx) + b n sin(nx)]. 
n=l  

(A4) 

Finally, by multiplying (A4) by the load, the expression for the stress 
along the surface of the model is derived: 

Oz~= [ao + Z [a. cos(nx) 
n = l  

+ b, sin(nx)]} Pt at x = 0. (A5) 

surface represented 
by Fourier series 
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Fig. A1. Geometry of the Fourier series derived for the fault-bend 
fold models. The points (l,) can be moved so that the size of the 
overriding thrust sheet can be  varied with respect to the model area. 


